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1. Introduction and summary 

Fran the very beginning, the quantum theory of a string has 
been formulated In two different nays. 

On the one hand, there is the quantization In the light-cone 
(1С) gauge that uses a complete gauge fixing of the original 
reparametrization invariant» to solve the constraints and quantize 
only the Independent degrees of freedom. In this approach there 
are no states with negative norm but the anomaly in the conformal 
algebra is passed on to the Lorentz algebra that thus closes only 
in a critical number of space-time dimensions (namely, 26 and 10 
for, respectively, the boeonic and fermionic string). 

Oh the other hand, in the covariant quantization, the gauge 
freedom is reduced only down to the conformal group; physical 
ptates are defined by means of a Gupta-Bleuler-like projection 
that is shown to eliminate all negative-norm states from the 
theory. This approach is very similar to the operator formulation 
of dual models that existed even before these models were 
reformulated into a theory of strings. Again, the conformal 
anomaly plays a central role and determines a critical dimension 
above which it is impossible to eliminate all unphysical states; 
the value of this critical dimension Is the same of the LC 
approach. 

These two formulations were presented already In ref.[1], that 
started most of the work in the field, and to which we refer for a 
more detailed discussion. 

The ERST formulation [2] rewrites the covariant quantization 
in a clearer and more economical way but does not add new features 
as far as the embedding space-time is concerned. 

Host recent work on string theory has accepted the presence of 
such a constraint in the number of space-tine dimensions and made 
the best of It by campactifylng the extra dimensions to bring down 
the embedding врвсе-tlme to the usual four-dimensional one. This 
is a fast growing subject that has not seen yet an unanimous 
agreement on the correct answer [3]. 
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However, не think that the coincidence in the value of the 
critical dimension in the LC and covariant formulations should not 
strengthen the belief in an underlying physical necessity for it 
because it is produced in both cases by the same reason: The 
quantum anomaly in the conformal algebra. 

hbreover, the existence of quantum strings that are apparently 
consistent and well-defined in arbitrary dimensions shows that the 
presence of a critical dimension may not be a necessity but rather 
the result of the quantization procedure. 

There exist in fact at least two formulations of the theory of 
one quantum string that are consistent in any number of dimensions 
of the embedding space-time. 

The first one (in chronological order) is due to Rohrlich [4]. 
It is a theory where the gauge freedom is completely fixed, like 
in the LC, but —otherwise than in the LC— the fixing is 
manifestly covariant. This prevents anomalies from occurring in 
the Lorentz algebra. 

The second formulation was presented by Polyakov [5] In the 
functional integral approach and elaborated on by Harnelius and 
collaborators [6] and Gervais-Neveu [7]. In this theory —like in 
the covariant quantisation procedure - not all gauge freedom is 
reduced. Additional degrees of freedom, obeying Liouville 
equations of motion, are added and conformal symmetry is broken at 
the classical level in order to be restored, after quantization, 
by cancellation of all central charges in the Viraeoro algebra. 

A cursory study of these two formulations reveals only one 
common trait: The absence of maeslese states from their respective 
spectra. This seems to be an unfortunate feature that Justifies 
the suspicion with which such string theories have been considered 
among possible candidates toward an unification of gravity and the 
other interactions. 

In this paper we would like to take up the possibility of a 
quantum theory of strings in arbitrary dimensions not by 
constructing one more version of it but by defining instead a 
comprehensive frame In which all possible fonulatlone could 
appear as different choices of gauge. Ae we tried to suggest with 
the previous brief discussion, In such an approach the vanishing 
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at the quantum level of the conformal anomaly should be made 
Independent of the враое-tlme dimension. That this is the crucial 
point It is also confirmed by Mameliue' formulation of Pblyakov's 
string [6]. 

As it turns out, the desired framework is a surprisingly 
simple one, within which It Is possible to show both why 
Bohrlich'e theory is a consistent formulation of the quantum 
theory of a string and why it shares more than it may appear with 
Bolyakov's one. Moreover, не find that Bohrlich's theory may 
- contrarily to what Has previously found - allow for massless 
states. 

A summary of the paper is as follows: He proceed by first 
introducing a general way of handling al I gauge fixings of the 
theory. The tool appears to be - In addition to the usual Virasoro 
algebra - the Kac-Moody (KM) algebra [8] generated by the 
constraints that fix confonnal symmetry. This is discussed in 
sect.2, where the Rohrlich (R) gauge and the LC one are Introduced 
and briefly discussed. 

In the same sect.2, we continue by showing that Virasoro-llke 
operators can be defined by adding to the ordinary Virasoro L the 
generators A of the KM algebra; these appear as terms linear In 
the creator-aimihilator operators multiplied by an arbitrary 
Lagrange multiplier. This procedure is similar to the one 
Introduced by Fermi In electrodynamics [9] (and preeented in most 
text-books of quantum field theory), where the Lorentz gauge is 
added to the hamlltonlan as an explicit and built-in gauge fixing. 
The new ocnformal algebra thus obtained has a classical central 
charge that reminds us of the breaking of conformal symmetry 
Implemented by the KM generators. Sugawara's construction [10] 
based on these KM algebrae Is also presented and shown to produce 
new Viraeoro operators generating the conformal group of the 
physical degrees of freedom only. 

In sect.3. we repeat this construction for the R gauge and 
discuss the properties of the resulting quantum theory. In 
particular, we show the possibility of a conformal algebra with a 
vanishing central charge. This result substantiates Bohrlich'e 
original claim that his theory is well defined In any number of 
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space-time dimensions. The spinning string is briefly discussed. 
We also extend Bohrlich's results to cover a proper treatment of 
the zero modes; this avoids the unattractive lack, of massless 
states in the spectrum. 

Sect.4 consists in a brief discussion of Folyakov's theory as 
formulated by Marnelius, the gist of which is the realization that 
the degrees of freedom that are subtracted in Hohrlich'e theory 
are here added as пен and independent ones; these are not the 
Liouville modes of Polyakov but free ones, nevertheless we argue 
for their underlying equivalence. 

Finally, in sect.5, tie come back to the LC gauge. Its 
peculiarities are discussed and a different transverse gauge - the 
physical states of which are still the ТШ [11] ones - is 
introduced in a manner symmetrical in the plus- and 
minus-components. Ibis suggests the possibility of a transverse 
string in arbitrary dimensions. 

Sect.7 contains our conclusions. 
Hie problem of many strings, that is the problem of their 

interaction, is not discussed. 

2. Kac-Hoody algabrae 
and the gauge fixing of conform*! symawtry 

The gauge group of a string is the group of reparametrization 
transformations (i.e., general coordinate transformations on the 
world-sheet). This ie a large group and accordingly the gauge 
structure is a rich one. 

The fixing of the corresponding gauge freedom can be 
accomplished in a single step [1J or - perhaps, in a more 
transparent way - In two successive steps, where first the 
world-sheet coordinates are restricted to orthonormal sets, and 
then one of these orthonormal seta is chosen* 

This can be viewed as the successive breaking of two 
symmetries. afflne and conformal, out of which the 
reparametrization group is made [12]. 

The Virasoro operators L , and the associate conformal 
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algebra, provide a eyetematic яау of handling the f i r s t step in 
the gauge fixing, that i s down to the conformal group. 

The second step i s a more empirical one, and different choices 
exist, (be of the world-sheet parameters (namely, т) must be 
Identified with some linear combination 

Г-Х = (ГР)т + T q + р(т,о>) (2.1) 

of the epace-tine variables that, for an open string, are 

Х"(т,оО = <? + р"т + i £ —2 e " ^ ooe I» , (2.2) 
n*0 n 

«here 

r - a 
Р(т,о) = iE ." e _ U I сов ve> (2.3) 

и*0 n 

and T i a a n arbitrary - not necessarily covariant — vector. In our 
units, the string tension i s T = 1/n, Minkowski metric baa 
components i) = 1 and J), . = - 1 , and h = с = 1. 

OO 11 
The eymnetry breaking is achieved by the choice 

*>(т,в-) = 0, (2.4) 

that is 

А з«*--а = 0 n * 0 . (2.5) 
n n 

The structure of а НИ algebra [8] can be seen to arise in a 
quite natural яау from this procedure: The gauge fixing (2.1) and 
(2.4) is a mapping of S-, the space Where the parameter т lives, 
into the group of real numbers R and 
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defines an abelian KM algebra with, a central charge proportional 
to Eq.(2.6) is a consequence of the commutator for the a of 
the string and it can be normalized in a gauge independent way by 

2 -1/2 introducing the operators A = [V ) A . 
From this point of view, while the fixing of reparametrization 

invariance down to conformal invariance gives rise to the Virasoro 
algebra, the fixing of oonfonnal symmetry gives rise to a KM 
algebra. 

Different choices for *K give different gauges. For instance, 2 
V = n with n - 0 gives the LC gauge. Ibis is a special case 
because the KM algebra has no central charge. For this reason this 
gauge is particularly convenient in solving the constraints (He 
will come back to this gauge in sect.5 in order to define a new 
version of it). 

Another choice is **" = P, where P is the Btring center-of-mass 
momentum (see eq.(2.2)). This is the R gauge introduced by 
Rohrlich, with the condition P^ > 0. In this gauge, the A obey 
time-like commutation relations. 

In going to the quantum theory, the Hilbert space of physical 
states |*> can be defined by the usual Gupta-Bleuler-like 
conditions (n > 0) 

( L Q - a) |* > = 0 

L J * > = 0 (2.7) 

supplemented by an additional one: 

A n|* > = 0. (2.8) 

Condition (2.8) substitutes here the usual strong equations 
defining the parameters т. The advantage of a weak condition like 
(2.8) - and in not plugging the gauge choice into the 
constraints - is in protecting the Lorentz algebra from inheriting 
the conformal anomaly - as it does in the 1С treatment. 

The operators L n and A n obey the following commutation 
relations: 
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[L n,A B] = - « ( ^ +йГРв(1М«); (2.9b) 

'a' in eq.(2.7) Is a normal ordering constant and с In 
eq. (2.9a) Is Mels' central charge 

с - -*-п(п2-1)<5(п+т). (2.10) 
п.ш 1 2 

The relation (2.9b) between KM and Virasoro algebrae 
guarantees the consistency of condition (2.8). At the ease time, 
the presence in (2.9b) of A (that i s not one of the constraints) 

о 
shows that the L and the A_ are Il-class. To make the 
formulae independent of the gauge, we shift я by defining A = A 
- (<r 2)~ 1 /^rp. 

Бог A_ a n-e» (nZ = 0) . (2.7) and (2.8) define the ЕЮ states n n 
[11]; the physical space i s thus spanned by the string's 
transverse excitations only and the Qupta-Bleuler-lixe 
quantization i s equivalent - at least as far as counting of 
dagieca of freedom Is concerned - to the usual LC one, where the 
constraint i s solved and eliminated instead of being indeed on 
the physical states. 

For A& ш Pa>a (P 2 > 0) , (2.7) and (2.8) again define a 
positive definite Hllbert epeoe, as i t can be verified by going In 
the rest frame of the string, the existence of which i s guaranteed 
by the time-like nature of P [4 ] . 

These results are easi ly extended to closed strings. 

2.1 . CUSSICAL С80Ш. CHABGS 
The «lantum theory described by eqs.{2.7> and (2.8) Is 

seemingly consistent In any number of space-time dimensions.. 

*uee ref.[13] 
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Conferral symmetry hae been broken explicitly and one need cot 
worry about its quantum anonaly; this is the rationale behind the 
entire paper: The completely fixed theory cannot know about 
conformal anomalies and therefore it must be indifferent to the 
space-tine dimension. 

nevertheless, if we want to understand properly the underlying 
mechanism by which the theory by-peases the problem of a critical 
dimension, яе must be able to derive the gauge fixed theory from a 
«informally invariant one that does not suffer of any anomaly. The 
problem is thus more subtle and - as не shall see - rooted in the 
classical theory. 

If one looks at the classical theory of a string as a system 
whose gauge symmetry is the conformal one, the quantum condition 
(2.8) can be build in the hnmMtotilan by re-defining the Virasoro 
operators as follows 

L n = L R + inXA n (2.11a) 

L Q = L 0 - (1/2)X2. (2.11b) 

X. is an arbitrary but constant (that is , independent of n) 
Lagrange multiplier. The shift in the definition (2.11b) of the LQ 

has been introduced to keep, in the quantum theory, the value of 
the intercept a' (see eq.(2.7)) the same as in the usual 
treatment; this choice «i l l turn out useful in sect.3 for our 
discussion of the energy spectrum of the theory. 

Bq.(2.11) resembles Fermi electrodynamics [9] «here the 
Lorentz condition 9-k = 0 i s added to the hnmil trail an as an 
explicit and built-in gauge fixing. From the вале point of view, 
tbe 1С treatment comes to look like Heisenbarg-Fauli 
electrodynamics [14], where the manifest covariance in theory is 
relinquished. 

So breathe l i f e into the definit ions (2.11) of Ьц.ше 
calculate the conf onnal tranef oxmatlone" generated by 
them when acting o n ! 1 1 and Фг 
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i{L ,Х?} = « « X м - ЧР 2 )" 1 7 2 !^* -? (2.12а) 
п 

i{L n .p} = С * Р - *•*•?. (2.12Ь) 

where ? = - i e , f> ia defined in (2.3) with A replaced by A , 
n n 

and, for sake of definitenass, не work in the R gauge and о has 
been taken equal to aero. 

From (2.12a) не see that not X м bat 

& = X" - ( P 2 ) - 1 ^ ; (2.13) 

transforms like a scalar f ield and, accordingly, should be used to 
properly describe the string. This пен field can be seen to 
automat ica l ly satisfy the В gauge, in fact 

PX = PX - * = q P i-r^T (2.14) 

so that *> plays here the role of a Goldstone field; i t describee 
those conponents of the string a^ Hhich are detached and 
eventually put equal to zero. 

The confomal algebra la now generated by the Viraeoro-llke 
operators 1^ with Poisson brackets 

«VV = ( n - ) r w + W ( 2 1 5 ) 

The classical central charge 

X^Cn 2-! )6 (m«) (2.16) 

breaks the conforaal evBaetry. Ibis is what we expect; after all, 
the operators A are Intzoduoed In order to break oonforaal 
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symmetry at the quantum level and here не have used Fermi's trick 
to break it at the classical level as «ell . 

For this reason, the real meaning of transformations (2.12) 
will be seen only at the quantum level where the conforaal 
symmetry is restored. 

2.2. SUGAHARA'S CONSTRUCTION 
The KM algebra (2.6) is the one-dimensional analogous of 

[ < / \ c £ ] = - I T B S W (2.17) 
m n 

that maps S.. in R . Virasoro operators L are obtained from (2.17) 
in terms of bilinears in the KM generators [12]: 

L n = < - V 2 > E < - k a k V (2.18) 

Ibis analogy suggests to define the пен «informal generators 

Mo = (1/чг2)[(1/2)А^ - E A . ^ ] 

Mn = (-1/2* 2) £ A ^ (2.19) 

associated to the KM algebra (2.6). Mote that the aero mode A is 
undetermined by the gauge choice that fixes A only for n 

n 
different from aero. 

Since the И are associated with gauge degrees of freedom, the 
confoneal algebra of the physical states must be generated by 

ж 
The idea of adding a linear term in the Virasoro operators to 

modify the central change goes back to D.B. Fair l i e , as quoted In 

[15]. 
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Li 1 *' = К - М„. (2.20) 
n n n 

The Foieeon brackets for % a r e preserved even though 
{L ,M } * 0. Definition (2.20) i s a useful way of identifying the 
actual degrees of freedom without solving the constraints. 

3 . The Rohrlich gauge 
and the vrv'-shlng of the quantum anomaly 

3.1. ОПАЯЛИ ТШЖ 
After quantization, the original theory - the one defined 

using only L - loses the classical conformal symmetry because of 
the presence in the ViraBoro algebra of a quantum central charge. 
In the modified theory defined by L , we have the possibility of 
choosing the constant c' in eg. (2.15) so as to cancel, at the 
quantum level, all central charges, and thus restoring conformal 
symmetry. 

Because of the presence of this now unbroken symmetry, ghost 
fields should be added, and their central charge taken into 
account as well. 

He are here interested in the R gauge, that is 1С = P. Hence we 
have 

£ = L + in\A - аб(п) + L e h o e t (3.1) n n n n 

and 
[L.LI =Ы-ю)1 +{-±^Ё + \ 2 ) n 3 + ( 2 ^ _ x 2 + ь ) п ) 4 ( 1 Л ) ( 3 2 ) n m n+m 1 2 1 2 

where d is the dimension of space-time. 
The central charge between curly brackets vanishes if 

K 2 _ 2 6 ^ ^ a _ 1 ( 3 3 ) 

12 

The vanishing of the central charge tells us that there are no 
constraints on the number of epace-tlme dimensions in which the 
theory can be coneietently defined. This confirms Bohrlich's old 
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result: His string appears here as the gauge fixed form of a 
theory that is already well defined in any dimension. This is also 
the main result of our paper. 2 Note also that the light-cone choice T = n (n =0) would have 
not allowed any cancellation because of the absence of central 
charge in the KM algebra. 

The constraint И can now be thought as associated to the 
energy-momentum tensor 

v= *«*v - w- _2*o.v • ( 3 4 ) 

with the lagrangian 

L = ll/2)*J>*pa (3.5) 

that describes a free real scalar field *>. 
The sane expression can be •"- 4ved by rewriting T Q ( / } for the 

string in terms of 
Like in the usual treatment, the quantum theory can be 

expressed either in the conformal gauge by means of Gupta-Bleuler 
conditions with L n replaced by L or in the gauge fixed form like 
in (2.7) and (2.8). The additional condition (2.8) eliminates from 
the physical states all the spurious (zero-norm) ones and, in 
doing so, breaks conformal symmetry - that is based on such 
aero-norm states. 

3.2. BCHRLIOTS SPINNING STMNS 
To teat our results and to show that no essentially new 

feature emerges, we extend now the definitions of the previous 
sections to the case of a spinning string 

New vector-like fermionic variables 

The only reference about a spinning version of Rohrlich'e string 
that we found [16] contains unfortunately many misprints. 
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ST = (V2)E ^ е " 1 * ^ 

B* = (1/2)E ^ e " 1 * ^ (3.6) 

ate added, and the original Viraeoro operators are redefined to 
1шУ1чг1в these пен variables as 

l £ = (-l/2)E « „ _ . « . + (-V2)E (n/2 * * » „ - / » „ 

L ^ ( - Щ о • « . + ( - l /2)£ (n/2 +r)f» -f», 

F = -Г а р 
п ** -т п-т 

G„ = -Е <=•_•/»«. . ( 3 - 7 > 
г -т г-л 

япеге i f and F refer to Raaond's boundary condition» and L and 
G to Neveu-Schflatz опав [17]. 

The supsr-Vlrasoro algebra contains two central charges (In 
each eector) that can be Bade to vanish by the redefinitions 

L = : L -- inXA 
n n n 

F = = F -- inXB 
n n n 
G 

r 
= G 

r 
-'inxi 

г 
(3.8) 

«here we add the too conetrainte 

A n = p e n 
B n S Pftn (3.9) 

to break the ager-oonforaal alaebra. He have alao Identified the 
too Iegrange multipliers. 

If we nont to keep a l l lntercepte to the usual values, the 
aero coapcnante of He Viraeoro operators require a separate 
definition, rtnpmdlng on «nidi eector they belong: 

<*|L |«> = ^ I L ^ * ' ! * * ; (3.14) 
о 

Sj.(3.14) Implies X = 1 в в . X Is thus the aero nods of the ~ о о 
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Goldstone field p , the node that ie not specified by the gauge 
fixing end that is different free aero on tbe physical states. 
Energy is therefore associated with it and the паев spectrum 
should be defined as 

M 2 = P 2 - p2. (3.15) 
о 

rather than M = P^. He can thus see how the existence of these 
zero nodes is behind the presence of Baseless states. 

The V field is пои defined by 

p = r + P o r + i £ — £ e - i n T oos no- (3.16) 
n 

nith {*> ,r} = 1. This re-definition does not alter the 
transformation (2.12). 

He are aware that eq.(3.13) lends itself to another 
lnterpretatione: We could insist in defining IT = P* and then the 
spectrun would be given by 

V? = 2(H - 1) + «£ . (3.17) 

2 In this case, p plays the role of a Higgs field that gives 
to a previously Baseless field. In (3.15), on the contrary, a 

aasaive field (F* * 0) is nade юааа1ева by subtracting aone of its 
oonponente, that cone to act as sone sort of "anti-Hlggs" field. 
While we followed the latter Interpretation, rblyakov'e string 
- as we snail see in the next section - is based on the forner 
one. ip- ь 

о о 
i?IS= L - (1/в)\? (3.10) 
о о 

Nith these definitions, the central charge b In 
в,п 

t F n ' V +

= *>** + bn.« < 3 1 1 a > 
and 

[Gr,5e]+= ZL^ + b r B (3.11b) 
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vanishes (once the ghost contribution i s added) for 

\ = ± 1 ° (3.12) 

and a=0 in Eamond sector, a=l/2 in Neveu-Schwarz one. By means of 
Jacob! identity, the 
all central charges. 
Jacob! identity, the vanishing of b implies the vanishing of 

n,m 

3.3. ZERO MODES AND SPECTRUM 
Up to this point не have left undetermined the zero mode of 

the <p field. This zero mode was not considered in Rohrlich's 
original discussion. However, because of our definition for L , 
the result (3.3) would disagree with the requirement Г ' О if 
this mode was not taken Into account. 

Our definition of all the L was made in order to separate the 
shift in the spectrum from the value of the intercept, that we 
wished to keep as usual. For instance, in the bosonic case, the 
spectrum Is now given by 

P 2 - X Z = 2(N - 1) , (3.13) 

where we can see that IT is indeed different from zero even for 
the first N = 1 excited state. The meaning of the Lagrange 
multiplier >. can be understood by requiring the consistency 
condition 

4. Polyakov's string 

The operators Ь д and M n have a strong resemblance with the 
operators defined by Harnelius [6] and we used the same notation 
to emphasize this point. He can in fact rewrite L a la Marnelius 

n 

ln '- ^ * M n + ^ V (4.1) 

Th*8 "»У. L l e defined out of two commuting Viraeoro-like 
operators L ^ and Ид = Mn + inXAn; from here, aamelius' 
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canonical approach to Fblyakov'e string can be repeated step by 
step. The value for X не find coincides with his. 

It Is gratifying to recover these results in such a simple 
нау. He started from the string in conformal gauge and restricted 
the gauge by Rohrlich's condition. This condition makes some of 
the string's degrees of freedom unphysical; hence, they are 
effectively subtracted from the action. Marnelius proceeded the 
other нау around, and to the theory of a transverse string added 
independent (longitudinal) degrees of freedom. From our point of 
view, Rohrlich s and Mamelius' are the reciprocal of each other 
and should differ only in the interpretation of the spectrum. It 
is therefore not surprising that they should share the property of 
being Hell-defined in arbitrary space-time dimensions. 

The fact that не have free fields Instead of Liouville ones 
should not Jeopardize this identification. Liouville theory is a 
completely integrable system [7,18] that can be canonlcally 
reduced to action-angle variables; in these variables the system 
is equivalent to a set of free oscillators. 

The comparison between the respective zero modes is more 
Intricate but it see»» to us that the one given in sect.3 should 
be the correct one because of the m y degrees of freedom are added 
(like in Marnelius) or subtracted (like in Bohrlich). 

It is also possible to compare directly our approach to 
Folyakov's original formulation [5], that relied on a functional 
integral technique. In our terminology, the Liouville field (the 
free version of it) is the part of the string coordinates that Is 
fixed by the breaking of conforaal symmetry. This can be seen a 
reasonable choice by looking at the conformal metric 

as the metric induced by the string coordinates. 

5. Transverse gauges 

We have seen that the LC gauge fits In our procedure only as 
an exception for which the method does not work. The reason for 
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this failure is in the absence of a central charae in the KM 
algebra. 

However, one notes that 

Га ,а~] = -m6(n+m) (5-1) 

and that therefore the two KM alsebrae defined by 

n n 

l l — -

A*W n n 

A*W -n -n 

(5.2) 

for n > 0, would work as well as the one defined by the В gauge. 
Definitions (5.2), when taken together, imply that at the 

classical level the parameter T is identified similtaneoualy with 
X + and %' as 

X + = q + * P +T 
X~ r q" + P~T. (5.3) 

Accordingly, не have two commuting KH algebras, generated, 
respectively, by A and A . 

Bie.(5.3) are poeeible only if 

X+P" - P +X = q +P - F+q" (5.4) 

that t e l l s us that the Lorentz algebra generated by У"* = \ ц и + 
(where 1 i s the contribution of the center-of-mass motion 

and of the internal notion) must have 

Г " = tT = 0. (5.5) 

However, eg.(5.5) is always true in a LC gauge where all 
excitations of the string are transverse. 

Physically, еде.(5.3) mean that we synchronize the watches in 
the two branchee, plus and minus, of the LC gauge. 
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He can therefore proceed backward and impose eq.(5.5) from the 
beginning as definition of the gauge. This gives us the classical 
gauge conditions a = a = 0 that becomes, at the quantum level, 

— n n 
a +|*> = 0 (5.6a) 

n>0 • 
a~|*> = 0 (5.6b) 

Like for the LC, this theory identifies the physical space 
of the DDP [11] states. 

It is the peculiar way in which plus- and minus-components are 
mixed up by the LC choice that makes it possible for the usual 
condition, that only requires (5.6a), to eliminate two degrees of 
freedom and give the HOP states. Our choice gives the same 
physical states, but, this time, the non-transverse excitations 
are killed twice, showing that the two gauges are distinct only at 
the classical level. 

In this symmetrized version of the 1С, we can repeat our 
procedure as in the В gauge by using definition (5.2) and 
eq.(5.1). This time two sets of operators - defined in (5.2) -
contribute In modifying the Virasoro operators but, since they 
commute, their classical central charges are simply added. It is 
the sum of them that must then be determined in order to restore 
the quantum oonformal symmetry. 

Sugawara's construction for the two independent algebrae gives 
the physical Virasoro operators In terms of only the transverse 
degrees of freedom. 

3. Conclusions 

The formalism we have introduced is based on a simple idea 
that can be re-phrased In the language of BBST quantization. After 
fixing the conformal gauge (and thus obtaining free equations of 
motion for the oscillators of the string) one has to Introduce 
ghost fields In order to change the local conformal symnetry Into 
a global one - the BBST symnetry - and make quantisation possible. 

The quantum ghosts Introduce a central charge that breaks the 
global BBST eyimetry. Fortunately, the string too has a quantum 
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central charge that can be used to cancel tbe one due to the 
ghosts and thus restore BEST symmetry. What Is unfortunate la that 
the string central charge la not an arbitrary parameter but 
depends Instead on the dimension of the embedding space-time. The 
vanishing of all central charges turns thus Into a constraint on 
space-time. 

However, from the point of view of a completely fixed theory 
(that is, a theory where also ccnforaal symmetry has been broken) 
the anomaly should not matter. Therefore, a theory in which this 
gauge fixing is automatically satisfied should originated from a 
conformal algebra with vanishing central charge in arbitrary 
epace-tlme dimensions. That this is the case is what we have tried 
to show in this paper. 

In eect.2, we defined a classical string with broken conforaal 
symmetry (because of the classical central charge). Up to this 
point there Is no significant departure from the theory of a gauge 
fixed electrodynamics. However, while quantum electrodynamics 
shares ell symmetries with its classical counterpart, for the 
string, one should bear in mind that a symmetry of the classical 
theory Is not automatically preserved by the quantum system, and 
vice versa. For this reason, to the gauge broken classical theory 
corresponds a conformally invariant quantum system, that was built 
in sect.3 for the case of the R gauge. This is just the opposite 
of the usual result, where to a conformally invariant classical 
theory corresponds - except in the critical dimension - a quantum 
system with no conformal symmetry (because of the anomaly). 

In the modified theory, the BBST charge is defined 
«ВИЯ = Е № . . H l / a H . * 0 6 * - а5(т)]о ю, (6.1) 

where с д i s the ghost f ield. Because of the absence of anomalies, 
= 0, Independently of the space-time dimension. The spurious 

states Qggj I * > carry the confomal symnetry into the quantur 
theory. The addition of condition (2.8) makes these spurious 
states unphysical and breaks conformal symmetry. 

In the critical dimension, we see that the two theories 
coincide because X = 0 and therefore L = L ; the spectra too come 

n n to be identical (*> = 0). о 
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